ALICE ESTES’ PEN and INK/WATERCOLOR CLASS SUPPLY LIST

Bring any watercolor supplies that you already have OR bring these below:

BRUSHES—one each of a fine liner brush, no. 2 round or no. 3 round, no. 10 Round or no. 13 round, no. 12 or no. 13 flat, OR a good quality assorted bag of brushes

WATERCOLOR PAPER—one watercolor pad 140lb. OR Watercolor pad (rough texture) Drawing paper pad and tracing paper (sketch ideas for projects)

WATERCOLOR TUBE PAINTS-three tubes of paint—one blue from phthalo blue or ultramarine blue or cobalt blue—one yellow from cadmium yellow light or hansa yellow light or similar yellow—one red from alizarin crimson or permanent rose or cadmium red. OR if you rather get a nice mixed tube boxed set of watercolors.

PALETTE—larger plastic tray, with a lid is helpful, to mix paints in the center of

PLASTIC WATER BOWL, SPRAY BOTTLE, SEA SPONGES AND PAPER TOWEL

#2 Pencils, FINE POINT BLACK PERMANENT INK PEN (ACMoore-Fiber Castell-PITT ARTIST PEN near Drawing Paper Pads and/or Precision Pen by American Crafts in scrapbook area—On Line-print off store coupon ACMoore to save $) and optional if you like a few color fine point pens and/or optional—WATERCOLOR Pencil set (to shade with then brush water over-more controlled painting)

ERASER—putty or gum

PLEASE BRING FOR FIRST CLASS at least paints, watercolor paper and brushes.

Any questions: email Alice  alicemestes@sc.rr.com or call 843-283-8532-leave message.